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What do the following industries have in common?
Law enforcement
Legal industries
Government
Banking
Health care
Financial service (brokerage)
Entertainment
Technology
Manufacturing industries

The answer: The above-mentioned industries regard information as a very important aspect of th
What data ar...
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Article Body:
What do the following industries have in common?
Law enforcement
Legal industries
Government
Banking
Health care
Financial service (brokerage)
Entertainment
Technology
Manufacturing industries

The answer: The above-mentioned industries regard information as a very important aspect of th
What data are considered classified? Some are listed below:
Disbursement records (Wages, etc.)
Accounts records (financial statements such as the balance sheet, etc.)
Sales receipts
Bank records
Social Security records
Business letters
Customer information
Personnel records
Computer printouts
Computer discs or tapes

Why is there a need to protect such data? Industries are in constant danger of having such sen
Bad publicity
Humiliation

Loss of staff or key personnel (probably to a competitor)
Loss of customers
Loss of job or running out of business
A possible indictment

This is why every information-sensitive industry needs a proper and secure records storage and

There is a truly a great need for a secure disposal of sensitive data, and an effective soluti

Document shredding is a safe and secure option for discarding restricted documents and materia

The document shredding process is entirely flexible that it can adapt to any industry´s distin

On-site document shredding provides industries with the opportunity to observe the actual shre

In an off-site document shredding, the document-shredding company collects the materials in se

Once the classified records are destroyed in a proper and secure manner, the document shreddin

There are many advantages in making use of the services of an outside document shredding compa

A document shredding service enables the company to save thousands of dollars by not having to

A document shredding service also enables the company to save in terms of labor. Employees wou

A document shredding company also helps the environment by recycling. Recycling is the final s

We cannot deny that protecting the interests of a company remains a crucial phase of every bus
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